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This article speaks about the acoustic mechanism called the monochord used by Guido d’Arezzo. It explains in text and illustration how Guido would divide the string to produce the different pitches of the scale. It then compares the different Monochords and how they were used and how Guido dealt with and overcame the challenges that arose. This article serves to show the scientific aptitude and discipline that Guido d’Arezzo needed to develop and understand acoustics. The article demonstrates how musical notation is a function of and is itself technology. Understanding and utilizing technology helps to code a more descriptive musical experience.


NA


This article is a brief overview on the earliest development of musical notation. The article covers how the main developments of music notation including, neumes, the musical staff, note and rest duration, and sub-division. It credits the individuals responsible for the developments while giving basic context for their development. Much like a dictionary article, this article is a good starting point for research on the origins of musical notation.

NA


NA


This is a review of an article on medieval music theory. It provides historical context on the research that has been done previously and shows how and why this article is different and important. As this article presents an argument to established research, the reviewer shows a balance of optimism for the direction of this research but also pointing out the deficiencies. This article provides good analysis on Guido d’Arezzo and the development of music notation.


This article seeks to start a conversation on the appropriateness of instruments for mass. It compares the importance of the organ to Gregorian Chant within the context of the Roman Rite. It mentions how other instruments can be used but only if they preserve the “dignity of the temple”. It identifies these instruments as dignified and asks readers to distinguish between their own musical preferences and what pays respect to the temple. This article demonstrates the changing ideas of sacred instrumentation in musical coding.

This article is a descriptive review of a book on medieval music theory. The author provides analysis through each chapter of the book. He describes how the author lays out the disagreements and seeks to prove resolution. The author provides insight into what they appreciate about the authors work and also some slight criticisms. It is a thorough review that provides ample information on the book and its subject matter. This article relates to Guido d’Arezzo and his developments in musical notation.


This article seeks to dispel the notion that early music notation is simplistic and vague even though it can be easily interpreted that way by modern standards. It focuses on the development of Western diastematic music notation and how it was intrinsically linked to the oral tradition. Musical notation devices worked to supplement the oral tradition. This article demonstrates that early notation served its intended purpose and relates to my topic by illustrating a focus of early music notation as coding the sacred experience.


NA

This is a historic article on musical notation from the late 19th century. It provides basic information on the developments of musical notation as was known at this time. It provides visual illustrations as supplementation as it shows developments of neumes, staffs, and note values. It provides just enough detail for a music scholar of that day to have a general understanding of how music developed. This article applies to my research of music notation but is also an interesting case study in how our understanding of the subject has evolved.